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AbSTKACT 
The connective tissues of tha horseshoe crab, Limulus polyphsmus 
han.bMD examined both histologically and histochemically. In histo- 
logies! appearance, Limulus connective tiaauea can be divided into two 
types, loose and dense. 
Loose connective tissue in Limulus is similar in appearance and com- 
position to vertebrate loose connective tissue, with fibrocytes spa- 
tially separated by a fibrous network and intervening ground substance. 
It differs from the prototype vertebrate loose connective tissue with 
the appearance of numerous extracellular large and small granules (U£G 
and 6fcll respectively;.  Intracellular counterparts to the U& and 3&C 
are found within the hepatopancreas, and the granules appear to function 
in storage of food and/or digestive contents. Histochemically, the 
LiG are composed of protein and polyaaccharide, while the SbG are com- 
posed of lipid. The granules and cells (fibrocytes and hemocytesj are 
surrounded by a fibrous, most likely collagenous, network and a neutral 
polyaaccharide ground substance. 
Dense connective tissue in Limulus more closely resembles vertebrate 
dense connective tissue. Here, numerous fibrocytes are closely spaced 
within a neutral polyaaccharide and protein matrix.  Fibers are also 
present but not AS easily seen due to the tissue density. Hemocytes 
and granulea, both common in Limulus loose connective tissue, are absent 
from the dense connective tissue, but are seen in the peripheral loose 
connective tissue. 
JNTHOmjCTlON 
Connective tissue is found in all metatoana studied, from 
the primitive Porifera (Gross et al 1956) through the inverte- 
brstes and vertebrates. In humans, connective tissue is studied 
widely, with particular Attention paid to pathological conditions 
such as arthritis, wound healing, aging, and specific biochemical 
disorders. As a result of the interest in human connective tissue, 
current research includes many studies on mammals as well as other 
vertebrates. Less is known of the structure, composition and 
function of invertebrate connective tissue. For a comprehensive 
knowledge of connective tissue in general, representatives of all 
animal groups should be studied. 
In vertebrates, connective tissue is well studied and many 
specific characteristics are shared among the classes of this 
subphylum. Connective tissue, generally, is composed of cells, 
fibers, and ground substance. Hore specifically, the cellular 
elements include fibroblasts, macrophages, adipose cells, monocytes, 
lymphocytes, eosinophils, plasma cells, and mesenchymal cells 
(HLooa and Fawcett 1975). Some cell types are fixed (immobile), 
some are wandering (mobile) and some are carried through the cir- 
culatory system.  The fibers are found intracellularly and extra- 
cellularly and commonly include collagen, elastin and reticulin 
(Bloom and Fawcett 1975). The arrangement of fibers may vary in 
both orientation and packing.  Thus, loose, regular and dense 
connective tissues are readily recognited according to both 
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cellular and fiber arrangement as wall as fiber composition. The 
amorphous ground substance is transparent when viewed by conven- 
tional light microscopy, and surrounda and supports the cells and 
fibers. It has been demonstrated to contain polysaccharides, often 
glycosaminoglycans, which may be sulfated or associated with 
protein (Hloom and Fawcett 197 5>). The fibers and ground substance 
constitute the bulk of the connective tissues. Materials passing 
between cells must also pass through the ground substance, in 
specialised connective tissues such as cartilage, the ground sub- 
stance becomes impregnated with additional proteins and/or inorganic 
materials which confer the specific functional and structural 
characteristics to these tissues. 
Invertebrate connective tissues show many similarities to 
those of vertebrates. Specifically, fibroblasts (Andrew 1959, 
Ashhurst 1982, Francois 1972, 1977), collagen (Adams 1978, Garrone 
1981, Norwig at al 197U), elastic fibers (Elder 1973) and basement 
membranes (Ashhurst 1968, 1982, Curtis et al 1983, Factor 1981) 
have all been reported in invertebrates. Differences also exist 
however, such as resilin, a protein found thus far only in inverte- 
brates (Ashhurst 1982). Nevertheless, most components appear to 
resemble closely their vertebrate counterparts in composition and 
structure, although they are undoubtedly not identical. Clearly, 
they often exhibit analogous functions although the degree of 
structural and chemical homology are generally more obscure. 
Since Limulus Polyphemus, the horseshoe crab, occupies an 
isolated taxonomic position among extant species, it would appear 
that the study of Limulua connective tissues might provide an 
important link into our understanding of the evolution and distri- 
bution of connective tissues in general.  The extant genus Limulua 
occupies a limited range, found along coastal regions in eastern 
North America, extending from Maine to the Gulf of Mexico.  Two 
related llvlngftsnera occur in equally restricted regions in the 
Far bast (Schuster 1982). Limulua is regarded as a "living fossil" 
and has remained structurally unchanged for the past three hundred 
million years (Schuster 1982). Consequently, any information 
obtained through study of the connective tissues of this animal 
might help explain some evolutionary aspects of connective tissue. 
Types of connective tissue which bear a close resemblance to   . 
vertebrate connective tissue have been noted in Limulua in the 
present study, as well as in other studies. They Include the loose 
connective tissue associated with gonads and hepatopancreas in the 
prosoma (Benham 1864, Snodgrass 196t>), the ondoskeletal plate which 
resembles vertebrate fibrocartilagc (Bradley 1913, Lankester 1884, 
Lochhead 19^0, Patten 1912, Patten and Haxen 1900), the tendinous 
portion of the tendon-receptor organ (Barber and Hayes 1964, Hayes 
and Barber 1967)., in addition to the Limulua cartilage of the gill 
arches (Halliburton 188$, Lankester 1884, Person and Philpott 1969). 
Liaulus is grouped in the Arthropoda, along with the arachnids, 
crustaceans and insects, in addition to a few small groups (Table 1). 
Because of their epidemiologic and economic importance, insects are 
the most widely studied members of this phylum. A considerable 
amount of literature exists on insect connective tissue (see reviews 
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by Ashhurst 1968, 1982 and Francois 1976). These studies can 
serve as a reference point for other arthropod studies such as this 
one. Investigations on connective tissues of other arthropods and 
invertebrates should provide further background inforaation and 
sources of comparisons. The existing inforaation on Limulus will, 
therefore, be coapared with the results of other invertebrate studies, 
especially those of arthropods, and with the results obtained in 
this study. 
In general, connective tissue of arthropods is similar to 
vertebrate connective tissue. Andrew (1959) points out that most 
arthropods possess fibrous connective tissue, in small amounts, 
which inserts into the body wall and attaches to striated sniscle. 
According to Ashhurst (1982), insect connective tissue functions 
to support internal organs as it does in vertebrates. Collagen, 
structural glycoproteins and fibroblasts are common. Two kinds of 
collagenous aatrices exist in insects. One type contains clearly 
banded collagen fibrils while the other possesses thin, indistinctly 
banded fibrils. The fibrils of both types are arranged randomly. 
Fibroblasts are usually irregular and very similar to aaaaalian 
fibroblasts. Through electron microscopy, fibroblasts have been 
deaonstrated to secrete collagen, which occurs concurrently with 
specific life cycle stages.   Heaocytes are present in connective 
tissue of insects but play no role in tissue formation. Some 
insects possess basement membranes similar to those found in 
vertebrates, while others possess dense amorphous and microscopi- 
cally afibrous connective tissue. Kesilin, a protein unique to 
invertebrates, has been blochenl cal 1 y identified in insects 
(Ashhurst 1962). Leake (1975) has found connective tissue of 
Insects often to arrange in a thin sheath. No granules hare been 
reported in insect connective tissue. 
Crustacean connective tissue is less well studied, but again 
it appears to be similar to vertebrate connective tissue,. In 
crustaceans, however, connective tissue is aore fibrous and less 
cellular. Factor (1981) reported that fibers from the connective 
tissue interdigitate with fibrous processes of the basement membrane 
in two crustacean species. Leake (1975) found fibrous and amorphous, 
afibrous connective tissue in crustaceans. Here again collagen has 
been reported, and the granules common in Llmulus tissue (see 
Results section) are absent. Despite some histological literature 
on arachnids (Snow 1970, Leake 1975), little information exists 
on arachnid connective tissue. Most histology of these arthropods 
is concerned with specialised sensory areas. 
A small amount of literature exists on the histology of Limulus 
connective tissue, although these references are not recent. 
Histological observations have been made on the endostennsi 
(Lankester 1884), the digestive system and surrounding connective 
tissue (Schlottke 1935), proscmal connective tissue associated 
with the gonads (Benham 1884), and the tendon of the tendon-receptor 
organ (IRQ) (Barber and Hayes 1964). 
Lankester (1884) provided detailed descriptions of the histo- 
logy of the endosternum.  He described the endostennsi to be 
composed of many rows of elongated cells embedded in an amorphous 
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matrix, similar to vertebrate fibrocartilage. Lankester did not 
suggest the function of those calls, or tha composition of tha 
matrix in which thay ara found. Schlottke (193$) conducted 
axtansire studies on the digestive system, and some of his 
histological observations included the surrounding connective tissue. 
Most lmpdfetantly, Schlottke noted numerous granules associated 
with Limulus connective tissue. Schlottke believed that these 
granules contained calcixsi phosphate. Cells are mentioned, but 
it is Impossible to determine if these cells compose part of the 
digestive tract or connective tissue from the hand drawn illustra- 
tions which accompany the descriptions. No mention is made of 
fibers. Benham (1884) also described connective tissue of the 
prosoma, associated with the testis, but his histological observa- 
tions are limited to describing the connective tissue as resembling 
loose vertebrate connective tissue. The more recent work of Barber 
and Hayes (1964) provides the best information of Limulus connect- 
ive tissue, for it includes light micrographs. Here, fibrocytes 
are easily seen, closely packed and oriented within the tendon 
of the TOO. The cell arrangement is similar to that found in 
vertebrate tendons. 
In the present study, several kinds of Limulus connective 
tissues have been examined through light microscopy, phase optics, 
and histochemistry. These histological observations have been 
supplemented with studies of Limulus "trilobite** larvae and 
already existing electron micrographs of Limulus tissue (S.B. 
Barber 1983, unpublished). Using these results, some major 
./ •A 
characteristics of six types of connective tissue have bean 
determined. Several specific components of these tissues have 
been identified, some varying with the kind of connective tissue. 
The common components include flbrocytes, hemocytes, collagen, 
the histochemical identification of the ground substance, granules, 
end other cell types. In addition, information concerning the 
development of at least one type of the six connective tissues 
will be presented. 
ir\ 
bchlnodenaiita 
Table I 
T&xononic Relationships of invertebrates and arthropods 
(After Snow 1970) 
- Onychophora 
- Diplopoda 
- Chilopoda 
- Insect** 
- Crustacea* 
Arthropoda*- 
I 
Annelid/i" 
rMandibuiKta*- 
-Chelicerata*  
"\ 
Merostoaata* Li»ulus# 
Arachnida 
Mollusca* 
T 
;nidaria* 
Porifera* 
•Connective tissue 
experimental work 
cited and used in 
this study. 
Ctenophora 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Two adult norsesboe crabs (Limulue Polyphemus) were killad 
and places of six diffarant connective tiaauaa were removed from 
aach animal for study. Ona male and ona female were uead, mea- 
suring 20.3 end 17*6 cm respectively in prosomal width. Tha aix 
tiaauaa used were tha following: 
1. Gnathobase looaa connactiTe tissue 
froai tha coxal segment of tha third 
walking lag (S.B. Barber, paraonal 
communication). 
2. Connective tissue underlying tha 
"non-sensory" membrane of the third 
walking lag, from tha lateral side 
of the coxel-trochanter Joint (S.B. 
Barber, personal communication). 
3* The tendon component of the 
tendon receptor organ (TOO) from 
the third walking leg (Barber and 
Hayes 1964, Hayes and Barber 1967). 
4. Connective tissue from the proi 
which is associated with the reproduc- 
tive and digestive systems (Benhaa 1884, 
Schlottke 1935). 
5. Soft cuticle of the hinge between 
the prosoma and opisthosoma, dorsal 
side (S.B. Barber, paraonal communi- 
cation). 
6. Kndoekeletal plate (endosternum) 
Lankester 1884, Patton 1912). 
3 / 
Freshly diaaacted tiaaue pieces, approximately 2 to 4 mm 
were quickly fixed as indicated on the following page. All 
solutions were prepared Just prior to use (see list of solutions 
on following page).  Fixatives and wash solutions were corrected 
osmotically and lonically for use with marine invertebrate tissues. 
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While the Mae fixative, wash, post-fixative, and dehydrating 
agents were used for ail tissues, two different embedding aedia 
were used. In addition, a series of tests were conducted on 
prosoaal tissue unfixed, and on soae tissue not post-fixed with 
oamiua tetroxide and embedded in JBA aediua. Araldite was the 
embedding medium used for obtaining "thick" (1 to 3yum)sections 
with optimal preservation of structure. However, this epoxy is 
water insoluble and staining of sections embedded in this medium 
was difficult. The JBJ» medium, a glyeol-methacrylata derivative, 
on the other hand, is water soluble and sections in this medium 
stain readily. This medium does not offer the finest preservation 
of structural detail as found with Araldite. Thus, using the same 
tissue embedded in both media, the histochemical and structural 
details could be examined. 
The following fixation, dehydration, and embedding stepe were 
followed: 
Aldehyde Fixation (6 hours) 
Buffer Wash (3D 
Osmium Tetroxide Post-Fixation (1 hour) 
Alcohol Dehydration 
(5 min. each:   50%, 70%, 85%, 90*, 95% KtOH; 
1 hr. each:  (3D 100% KtOH (ethanol) 
Impregnation Transitional Solvent 
JB4 A (i» hours) Propylene oxide 
(15 *in.,  2X) 
ffebed in 
JBU A*B Impregnate in 
(2 hra. • 25 c) i prop, ox.: i Araldite 
(6 hours) 
habed in 
100% Araldite 
11       (2 days • 60°C) 
Kither cylindrical embedding capsules or flat embedding molds 
were uaed.    Tissue pieces were oriented in the molds before complete 
hardening.    After the blocks were completely polymerised they were 
roughly trissied by hand using a clean rasor blade.    A Porter-Blum 
Sorrall ultra-*icrotome (MT2J was used to face the blocks and cut 
the sections.    All tissue types,  in both types of embedding media 
were sectioned.    Glass knives used to either face or section the 
blocks were made on a LKfi Knife-«aker (Type 7801 fa) from ULB glass 
strips.    Plastic troughs (ULB Truffs) were attached to the glass 
knives using an LaB Multiplete and dental wax at 60°C.    This 
trough was filled with boiled, distilled water, and the Araldite 
sections were floated onto the water surface as they came off the 
knife.    The approximate thickness of the section 1-2 aiM,  could 
be determined by the interference color of the section as it 
floated on the illuminated water surface.    Wrinkles in the sections 
were often eliminated ss a consequence of the floating procedure. 
The sections were transferred  from the surface of the water to a 
drop of water on a clean glass microscope slide via a wire loop. 
It was not possible to float the JBi* sections on water due 
to their water solubility,    bach section was removed  from the dry 
knife surface with a fine forceps as    it was cut by the knife,  and 
transferred to a drop of water on a clean slide.    An ULB Multiplate 
was used  (at 60°Cj  to heat the slides,  evaporating the water and 
adhering the sections to the slide.    This  form of adhesion was very 
successful and  few sections were lost,  except in cases when strong 
oxidiiing agents were used  in treatment of the sections. 
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Several stains, general and hlstochamlcal, were used to 
elucidate the structural and chemical components of the various 
types of connective tissues. These included Alcian blue, 
Hematoxylin *Ad Bosin, Rethylene blue-Basic fuchsin, Napthol 
yellow 3, Periodic acid-Schiff»s, Sudan black B, Toluidine blue, 
and Victoria blue. As expected, staining times found in the 
literature were adjusted here to obtain best results. Staining 
properties of the stains used in this study are listed in Table 2. 
Sections adhered to slides were stained, cleared in successive 
ethanol (75%, 90%, 100%) dips and cover slips were mounted with 
HSR resin. Weights were placed over the cover slips and slides 
to insure even spreading of the resin while drying. 
Two Leltc Ortholux light microscopes were used, one for 
general observation with and without phase optics and one for 
photography. The.latter microscope was equipped with a camera 
housing and controls. Photos were taken at 125, 250, 400 and 900 
power magnification. Both color and black-and-white film was used. 
Considerable adjustment of times, camera settings, light intensity 
and filters were required to obtain satisfactory results. Gen- 
erally, light intensities of 5*5 to 6.0 amperages were most 
successful. Comparative light to dark ratios with respect to the 
slides were set at H/D 50/50. Variation of this setting had little 
effect on the results. 
The types of film used were Panatomic X (black-and-white) 
ASA 160, lodachrome (color) ASA 200, daylight, Act*chrome (color) 
ASA 160 (tungstnn filament), and Kktachrome (color) ASA 200, day- 
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light. The blue filter commonly in place for light microscopy 
wsa used in photography. Unsatisfactory results were found with tha 
moral of tha blue filtsr. ASA aattinga war* sat to tha correspond- 
ing valuea on tha casters controls, axcapt in tha csaa of films with 
ASA TSluaa of 160, where no camera setting axista, and a setting of 
200 was used. Some color prints used in thia study ware made from 
slides. The majority of the film processing was done by Kodak. 
It may be helpful in interpreting the results of thia study 
to provide further information concerning the treatment of Limulua 
connective tissue. Thus, it is well known that the particular 
fixatives used on a given tissue and their mode of action may 
significantly influence the staining of that tissue. These types 
of possible changes must be considered before the histochemical 
results are evaluated. In order to provide the background inform- 
ation for such analysis, Table 3 illustrates some properties of r- 
the three fixatives used in this study. 
Finally, tha solutions, stains and staining procedures, as 
well aa a Hat of suppliers follow, on the next few pages. All 
times for staining are specific for this study and have been 
altered to give the best results here. Controls were used in all 
histochemistry and are described in the staining procedure. 
li. 
Table 2 
Staining properties of hlatochemical and 
hiatological stains usad in the identification 
of Limulus connectire tissues. 
Stain 
Alcian blue pH 1 
Alcian blue pH 2.5 
Hematoxylin and 
hoain 
Methylene blue- 
Basic fuchsln 
Napthol yellow S 
Osmium tetroxide 
Periodic acid- 
Schiff's 
Sudan black B 
Toluidlne blue 0 
Information 
non-wulfated poly- 
aaccharidea 
sulfated poly- 
saecharides 
delineates between 
nuclei and cytoplai 
collagen, cellular 
elements 
basic reaidues of 
protein (arg, his, 
17») 
blackens elaetln, 
stains lipid 
neutral poly- 
saccharides 
identifies lipid 
general features, 
cell identification, 
morphology, meta- 
chromasla 
Reference 
Ashhurst 1979 
Aahhurst 1979 
Aparicio and— 
Marsden 1969b 
Aparicio and 
Marsden 1969a 
Deiten 19*5 
Fullmer 1969, 
Humphrey and 
Pittman 1974 
Cardno and 
Steiner 1965, 
LUlie 1965 
Lillie 1965 
I.lUle 1965 
Victoria blue elaatin Li lit* and 
AntalikoTa 1972 
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Table 3 
Properties of formaldehyde, gluteraldehyde, 
and osmium tetroxide. (After Kiernan 1981) 
structure 
usual concentration 
change in vol\ 
hardening 
nucleic acid* 
carbohydrates 
lipid 
staining: 
anionic 
cationic 
■ode of action 
considerations 
formaldehyde 
0H(CH^»nH 
2-Jj, 
si. extraction 
poor 
good 
links to cys, arg, 
ser, thr, lys 
gluteraldehyde 
0 .. „,. „ 0 
H" ,-C-CJk^ 
.2-a 
si. extraction 
poor 
satisfactory 
cross-links protein 
■ay give false 
positive PAS 
osmium tetroxide 
O-Os-0 
si. extraction 
some oxidation 
oxidation of C-C 
acidophilia changed 
to baaophilia 
satisfactory 
stains lipid, 
Increases stain- 
ability with cationic 
djes 
W: 
List of Solutions 
Phosphate buffer (.2H,  pH7.2) 
Solution A 27.8 g NaHgPO^H^/l d'H^ 
Solution B 53.7 g N«.*P04«7H20/l d'H^ 
Final solution   19 ml A  *81 ml b 
Wash 8 g sucrose ♦ 3 g NaCl ♦ Buffer to make 100 mi 
Fixative (aldehyde) 
Solution 1    40 ml phosphate buffer ♦ 3 g NaCl 
♦ 8g sucrose ♦ 10 ml 10% gluteraldehyde 
Solution U   5g paraformaldehyde ♦ 30 ml d-H^ 
(heat to 65°C,  stirring constantly, 
add 4 drops IN NaOH to clear; 
Final solution        30 ml 1 ♦  50 ml II 
Post-fixative 
2 ml 4* QaQu    (osmium tetroxide) ♦ 2 ml phosphate 
buffer (for each tissue piece) 
Dehydration series 
50*, 70*, 85*, 90*, 93* and 100* htOH (ethanol) 
Transitional solvent • 100* propylene oxide 
Araldite 302 embedding medium 
27 ml Araldite 302 ♦ 2} ml DDSA (hardener) * i ml 
DMP-30 (accelerator) 
Mix resin components thoroughly, 
evacuate with a vacuum pump to 
remove bubbles (30 minutes) 
JB4 embedding medium 
100 ml JB4 A ♦   .9* g Catalyst  (infiltrate 4 hours) 
1 g JB4 B 
Final  solution catalysed A ♦  b (cover to keep from 02) 
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List of Stains 
Alcian blue (Aahhurst 1979) 
1 g Alcian blue ♦ 99 al 1H HC1 
HMt to boiling,  flit«r while hot (pH 1.0) 
1 g Alcian blue ♦ 99 al 3* acetic acid 
HMt to boiling, filter while hot (pH 2.3) 
Heaatoxylin   utd Eosin (Aparicio and Haraden 1969b) 
13 al 100% Hj02 * d-H^ to sake 100 al 
Harris*• Heaatoxylin (Lillie 1963) 
3 g Heaatoxylin ♦ 1 g alvsi ♦ .23 g HgO ♦ 3 ml 100$ 
ethanol; Heat to 100°C for 3 ainutea 
Bluing solution;   30 al H2O ♦ 3 drops NH^OM 
£osin Y (Aparicio and Marsdsn 1969b) 
1 g ioein I ♦ 99 al d'HjO ♦ 6 drops acstic acid 
Methylens blue-Basic fuchain (Aparicio and Marsdsn 1969*) 
1 g Methylene blus ♦ 1 g Borax ♦ d'HjO to Bake 100 al 
2 g Basic  fuchsia ♦ d*H20 to sake 100 al 
Napthol yellow S (Dsitch 1933) 
1 g Napthol yellow S ♦ 98 al d'HoO ♦ 1 al acstic acid 
Use 2 al of this solution and add to 98 al d'HjO 
Periodic acid-Schiff's (Cardno and Steinex 1963) 
1 g H^I06 ♦ CI.H2O to aake 100 al 
Schiff's (cold) reagent (LUlie 1963) 
1 g Basic fuchsia ♦ 1.0 g Na^jjOj 
Dissolve the above in 100 al  .13N HCl,  shake for 1.3 
hours.    Decolorize by shaking with  .3 g activated 
charcoal for 2 ainutes.    Filter;  solution should be 
clear and colorless. 
Sudan black B (Lillie 1963) 
1 g Sudan black B ♦ propanol to aake 100 al 
Toluidine blue 0 (Lillie 1963) 
1 g Toluidine blue 0 ♦ 1 g Borax ♦ d-H^ to aake 100 al 
Victoria blue (Klika and Antalikova 1971) 
1 g Victoria blue ♦ 99 al EtOH 
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List of SUlnlng Procedures 
Aldan blue 
JB4 only 
1. 1 hour, pH 1*0 
1 hour, pH 2.5 
Separata slides of MM tissue used, on* at each pH ralue 
2. Hlot dry 
3*    5 Binuta rinse with d-HjO 
Hsutoxylln and Sosin (Hfc£) 
JB4 only 
1. 7 Binutes 15* H2O2 
2. 15 Binutes Hematoxylin 
3. 1 Bin. wash, H2O 
4. 30 sac.bluing solution 
5. 1 Bin. wash, H2O 
6. 30 sac. £o*in 
Nathylans blue-Basic fuchsln 
JB4 only 
1. Methylene blue, 15 HC. at 60°C 
2. 1 Bin. wash H26 
3. 2 Bin. Basic fuchsln 
Mapthol yellow S (NTS) 
Araidits and JB4 
1. 10 Bin. Ui HQ at 60°C 
2. 5 Bin. Napthol yellow S 
3. 1 Bin. waah HjO 
Controls:    1.    No HC1, MIS 
2.    HQ, No NTS 
Psriodic acid-Schiff»s (PAS) 
Araldite and JB4 
1. 15 Bin. 1* H510o 
2. 1 Bin. wash d'H^ 
3. 30 Bin. Schlff's reagent 
2 Bin.  (3D w»«h,   .05$ NajSjO^ 
4. 1 Bin. wash d'HjO 
Controls:    1.    H^10ot No Schlff's reagent 
2.    No H^I06, Schlff's reagent 
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Sudan black B 
live tissue:    30 sec Sudan black B,  rinse d.H^ 
JB4 only 
1. 30 HC. Sudan black B 
2. rinse d'Hj^O, blot dry, observe 
3. destain with 100$ acetone 
4. air dry slides, observe 
5. restain with Sudan black B, rinse, observe 
Toluidine blue 
Araldite:    30 sec. at 60°C,  rinse d-HjO 
JBA:    13 sec. at 25<>C, rinse d'H^ 
Victoria blue 
1. 1$ sec. Victoria blue 
2. wash H20 
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Llet of auppO.iT> 
<**" 
Compound Abbrariation Supplier 
Acetic acid CH COOH Plahar Scientific 
Actirated charcoal Piahar Scientific 
il« MH4A1(S0, )2*iai2° 
NM4OH * 
Flahar Scientific 
A—nnt« hydroxide Fiahar Sciantific 
Araldite 502 Polyaciancaa 
Borax 1 i — ui'clal 
DDSA Polysciencea 
DMP-30 Polysciencea 
Ethanol KtOH stock 
GLuteraldehyde C3H002 Polyaciancaa 
H3R reain atock 
Hydrochloric acid Ha Fiahar Sciantific 
JB4 A Polyaciancaa 
JBJ» B Polyaciancaa 
JBi» catalyst Polyaciancaa 
Mercuric oxida 
OHlCHoOJrtH 
Marck 
Oamltai tatroxida Polyaciancaa 
Pareformaldehyde Fiahar Scientific 
Pariodic acid V°6 Mathaaon Coleman 4 Ball 
Propylene oxida Polyaciancaa 
Sodium chloride NaCl 1 i—iircial 
Sodium metabiaulfite       Na^S^s Mathaaon Coleman 
It Ball 
Sodium phoaphata MaHjPO^'H^ Fiahar Scientific 
(menobeaic) 
Sodium phoaphata N*2HKV7H2° Fiahar Sciantific (dibaaic) 
Sueroaa C12H22°U 1, immircial 
Aldan blua SGI Alliad Chamical 
£oein I CI 45380 Fisher Sciantific 
Hamatmrylin CI 75290 Carolina Hiol. Suppl 
Methylene blua ci 52025 Allied Chamical 
Mapthol yellow S CI 10316 Kath. Cola, * Ball 
Sudan black B * Fiahar Scientific 
Toluidina blua 0 CI  52040 National Aniline 
Victoria blua ci 0045 National Aniline 
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List of Abbravlationa Co—only Uaad 
H* K Hautoxylin and koala 
h—p Hapatopancraaa 
JB4 tana for glycol-«athacrylata embedding aadii 
USG large axtraeallular granulaa 
LHP large hapatopancraaa granulaa 
«sf Mapthol yellow 3 
°.°4 oamlua tatroxide 
PAS Pariodlc Acid-Schiff*a 
R-c.il raaanre call 
SSC ■■all axtraeallular granulaa 
SHP avail hapatopancraaa granulaa 
ISO Tendon-receptor organ 
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K&SULTS 
Kiret, the atainlng reaulta, including the hlatochamical 
characteristica of coamon connactiTa tiaaua coaponenta, will ba 
praaantad. Than, aore datailad daacriptiona of thaaa coaponenta 
will follow, in addition to final daacriptiona of tha connactiTa 
tiaaua tjpaa. A auaaary of tha Boat inforaatiYa atainlng and 
hiatoeheaical raaulta can ba found in Tabla 1. 
Toluidina blua 
Thia atain la successfully eaployed with tiaaua aabedded in 
Araldita and JBi». Tha aetachroaaaia of thia atain, generally in 
tha blua to riolet range, ia rmry helpful in the identification of 
many connectire tissue eleaenta. Uae of thia atain ia central to 
eoaparieona of tha different connective tiaaua coaponenta and typea 
of tiaauea. 
Two cells are csaaon to Liaulua connective tiaaua, fibrocytea 
and haaocytee. The fonaer are identified by purple nuclei and a 
lightly or unstained cytoplaaa (Fig. 1,2,3,21). Haaocyte nuclei 
are dark blue and surrounded by light blue cytoplaaaic granules, 
tha diatribution of which delineates the cell boundary (Pig. 1,2,3). 
The intercellular ground substance is usually light blue, whereas 
fibers are not generally stained in Araldite but are light blue in 
JB4.  Two types of granules occur extracellularly in loose connective 
tissue. Large blue and aaall brown granules (LJbU and SEG respec- 
tively) are aeen in sections treated with OaO^ (>'ig. 1}). without 
2J 
*•* 
osmium, small granules stain violet and the large ones remain blue 
(Fig.17). For convenience, tha large extracellular and —ell 
extracellular granules Mill be referred to as LtC and SKC respect- 
ively, although they nay not always occur extracellularlj. In 
compact connective tissues, dark blue or purple nuclei are em- 
bedded In a light blue matrix (Fig.40, 41,45). 
Hematoxylin and Kosin (H * K)(Fig.22-24,47,48) 
While this stain was not successfully employed in Araldite 
embedded tissues, good results were obtained in sections embedded 
in JB4. Araldite is not water soluble, so the aqueous hematoxylin 
solution did not stain the sections, although eoain did stain. With 
JB4, irrespective of treatment with osmium, nuclei of both hemocytea 
and fibrocytes are dark blue. The cytoplasm of the fibrocytea are 
pink (Fig.22,23,24). The ground substance and fibers do not stain 
nor do the LEG and S£C. In the endosternum and TOO, the cell nuclei 
are blue and embedded in a pink staining matrix (Fig. 47,48). 
Periodic Acid-Schiff's Reaction (PAS) (Fig. 28-30,32-36,51) 
A positive PAS reaction is demonstrated by nagenta to pink 
staining and indicatea the presence of neutral polysaccharidea. 
Good results are obtained with tissues embedded in both Araldite 
and JB4, but different resulta are found depending on whether or 
not osmium is used. In sections treated with OaO/,, LEG are un- 
stained, SIG are brown, and the ground substance is stained (Fig. 
2V,30). The stained ground substance forma a background in which 
other unstained connective tissue components, such as fibrocyte 
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And hemocyte nuclei, appear as holes. In some loot* connective 
tissue ths fibers, previously unstained, sr« PAS positITS (Fig. 34, 
35)• In ths endosternua, ths aatrix is stained but ths cell nuclei 
srs not (Fig. 51). Results differ slightly with osaiua (Fig. 32,33). 
thst is, LEG sre magenta, SEG ere unstained end hemocyte grsnulss 
sre pink. 
Nspthol yellow S (NTS) (Fig. 25-27,49-50) 
Like PAS, good results are obtained with both embedding media, 
but osmium alters SOBS results. Yellow staining indicated protein, 
specifically the histidins, arginiae and lysine amino acid residues. 
With osmium, only the sndosternum aatrix shows s strong positive 
reaction, while the nuclei in the aatrix are unstained. LEG show a 
faint yellow with OsC^,. With osaiua however, LEG are aors strongly 
yellow, SEG are unstained, and haaocyte granules are yellow. The 
endostsrnua aatrix reaslns unstained without osaiua. 
Sudan black B 
This stain was only used in JBA without osaiua, since it is 
evident that osaiua affects ths granule staining results. In 
tissuss both fixed and live, the SEG show a avail degree of 
sudanophilia, indicating lipid. No other eonponent, including LEG 
sre stained. 
Victoria blue 
This stain does not demonstrate « specificity for elastin in 
Liaulus tissues, but rather stains unspeciflcally in a aanner similar 
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to toluidine blue. However, this stain provides less information 
since it is monochromatic. OsO^ is known to increase the staining 
ability of eationie dyes, but sections not treated with osmium are 
also stained nonspeeifically. 
Methylene blue-Basic fuchsin 
Although this is a bicolor stain, with the procedures trisd 
here the blue stain dominated ths rod. Attempts to altar this 
result by changing staining times were not successful. The 
•ethylene blue is not metachroma£lc and stains nonspecifReally like 
Victoria blue. 
Alcian blue 
At both pH values and in both emhadding media, this stain 
yielded no results. Changes in staining tines and temperatures 
were attempted, but unsuccessfully. 
Granules 
One of the more pussling ccsjponents of Limulua connective tissue 
is the aljaost ubiquitous presence of granules introduced as L£G and 
$£G above. No similar granules were encountered in the literature 
in either textual or illustrative contexts in the connective tissues 
of any other animal. In LlanU.ua however, these granules are the 
major component in the loose connective tissues and less frequent 
to rare in the acre compact connective tissues. 
The granules are almost uniformly round, with LfcG 3-8 uM and 
SKC .*-2«M (Fig. 15)* In addition to site differences, the two 
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types of granules appear to b« chemtraily distinct. In sections 
treated with osmiua, the SEG appear brown despite variation in 
staining Methods. That is, SEC are brown with toiuidine blue, 
while LEG are blue. Without osmium, the SEC vary in staining 
results and the LEG results vary alightlj. In osmium treated 
tissues SEG are always brown, while LEG are stained blue by 
toiuidine, methylene and Victoria blue, yellow by NTS and are 
unstained by PAS. SEG and LEG are not stained by H * E, with or 
without osmivsi. Without osmiia*, SEC are violet with toiuidine blue 
and stained by Sudan black B. The Sal* are not stained by PAS or 
NTS, unlike the LKC which show positive reactions with both PAS and 
NTS, but do not stain with Sudan black B. 
The two granule types occur randeavly, and are usually found 
together with other connective tissue components. It is difficult 
to determine if the granules are always extracellular. In tome areas, 
what appears to be a single LEG can be »—n  within a cell (Fig. 3), 
while most other LEG and SEG almost certainly occur extracellularly 
(Pig. !>). Cell nuclei are seen among mixed granule dusters in loose 
connective tissue, and these clusters are clearly separated from 
others (Pig. 6,7). 
Granule types similar to both LEG and SEG can be seen in the cells 
forming the tubules of the hepatopancreas (h-p cells) (Pig. 15,16,17,16). 
The LEG type (LHP) is seen in h-p cells that stain darkly with toiuidine 
blue. The SEG type (SHP) occurs within vacuoles in light blue h-p 
cells. These two types of h-p cells have also been seen by Schlottke 
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(1935) and Herman and Preuss (1972). Large call nuclei can be seen 
in the basal regions of both kinds of h-p cells. The tubules are 
surrounded by a double basement membrane, and no granules have been 
seen positioned in these membranes. The granules are seen outside 
the tubules, or in the h-p cells composing them. Similarly, no 
granules are seen in the tubule lumen. 
Interestingly, the SHP and LHP granules often show dissimilar 
histochemical reactions compared to the SEG and LEG. Without OeO,, 
LEG show positive NTS and PAS reactions, but LHP granules show 
negative reactions to these tests (Fig. 26,32,33)* With osmium, 
both the S£C and SHP granules appear brown in all staining procedures. 
Without osmium, the S£G and SHP granules, are more similar in their 
reactions to NTS, and PAS, both nonstaining with both techniques. 
Based on the above histochemical evidence, it appears that 
LEG and SEC are chemically distinct. SEG appear to be at least 
primarily lipid. Osmium stains lipid yellow-brown (Fullmer 1968) 
and sudanophilla is also indicative of lipid (Lillle 1963). Schlottke 
(1935) found the SHP granules to be composed of lipid and calcium 
phosphate. The LEG appear to be composed of protein and neutral 
polysaccharide since a' positive NTS reaction indicates protein, and 
a positive PAS reaction indicates neutral polysaccharides (Lillie 
1965). Again, the results of the Schlottke (1935) end Herman and 
Preuss (1972) support the histochemical results of this study, since 
they both found the LHP granules to be composed of protein. 
The SEG and LEG seem to be found in the greater numbers near the 
h-p tubules, but are common in all loose connective tissues. It 
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appears that they function as storage granules. Both Schlottka 
and Harman and Preuss refer to storage granules found outside ths 
h-p tubulas.  The granules and connactlva tissue form ths rssarrs 
coll (H-cell) network, which is a cellular network that contains 
storage granules (Herman and Preuss 1972). They found that in 
starred animals the H-cell network is decreased, supporting the 
idea that the LEG and SEC are storage granules. The relation of 
the LEG, SEG with SHG and LHG is not certain. There are enough 
similarities in site and structure to suggest that they are related 
in some way. One reasonable hypothesis is that the h-p tubule cell 
granules are precursors to the LEG and SEG. Thus, I propose that 
the extracellular granules are synthesixed in different h-p cells 
as part of their metabolic synthetic activity. These granules are 
then "excreted" into the h-cell network, filling in the extra- 
cellular space of the loose connective tissue. There they function 
aa storage granules. This hypothesis is also supported by the fact 
that both LEG and SEG are most abundant in the loose connective 
tissue that is intermingled with the hepatopancreas in the prosoma. 
In the absence of further evidence, however, this remains highly 
speculative. 
As indicated, granule frequency varies with connective tissue 
type. LEG and SEG are most common in connective tissue surrounding 
the h-p tubules, but are common in the loose connective tissue sur- 
rounding the gonads (Fig. U,b,l),ll*),  in the gnathobase (Fig. 19), 
under the nonsensory membrane and under the hinge (Fig. 20,21). 
The denser connective tissues of the TKO and endosternum do not 
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contain granules (Fig. 39,46), but loos* granular connective tissue 
can be seen surrounding the ISO (Fig. 40,41) and endostermai (Fig. 
47). 
Call* 
As with vertebrate connective tissue, fibrocytes ara ccaajon in 
the connective tissue of LJaujua. Fibrocytes along with heaocytes 
ara found in the connective tissue proper, while other calls are 
found in the adjacent or attaching tissues. The latter include 
epithelium, h-p, testis, ovary and auscle cells. 
Fibrocytes are seen in every type of connective tissue examined, 
with differences in frequency. With general staining, such as 
toluidine blue, the nuclei appear dark blue while the cell exten- 
sions are lightly stained (Fig. 1,2,3). The nuclei of the fibro- 
cytes are round to ovoid and measure 3-5 nM. The call proceasea 
have been ■assured extending up to 100 uM in very elongate cells. 
Hlstochealcally, the fibrocyte nuclei are blue with toluidine blue 
and hematoxylin (22,23,24). Neither the fibrocyte nuclei nor 
cytoplasm stain with PAS or NTS. As mentioned earlier, fibrocytes 
are cession to all Limulus connective tissue types and aay occur 
rand cad y scattered as seen in loose connective tissue, or tightly 
packed as in the dense connective tissues. 
The other common call in Limulus connective tissue is the hemo- 
cyte. This cell is larger than the fibrocyte, Measuring 10-12 juM, 
and is usually oval in shape as seen in section. The nucleus is 
often off center, also oval and Measures 3-5 MM, approximately the 
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same »ift« as the fibrocyte nucleus. The cytoplasm of the hemocyte 
is marked by th« appearance of numberous small (less than .$juH) 
granules. With general staining, the nucleus is blue and the 
heterochromatln is granular in appearance, while the cytoplasm!c 
granules are light blue (Fig. 1,2,3).  With H 4 fc, the nucleus 
is blue and the email  cytoplasmic granules stain pink (Fig. 22,23,24), 
The intracellular hemocyte granules are stained by both PAS (Kig. 34) 
and by NKS (Fig. 27). These intracellular granules are not chemi- 
cally related to SEC or LEG. The histochemical results found in 
this study are supported by DuMont et al (1966), who also found 
Liaulus hemocyte granules to be PAS positive. Sole* (1970) and 
Hurer et al (1975) found the hemocyte granules to contain a clotting 
protein, supporting the NYS staining result. 
Fibers 
With the embedding procedures and section thickness used here 
with general staining (e.g. toluidine blue), fibers are difficult 
to see in LimuLus connective tissue, Kven with phase optics, their 
identification is tenuous. However, collagenous fibers are common 
to almost 9vmry  invertebrate tissue studied, so their presence 
seems likely in Limulus. While fibers are not stained by toluidine 
blue, granule arrangement in lopse connective tissue is clearly 
compartmentalised, suggesting a structural basis for this arrange- 
ment. In loose connective tissue surrounding the endosternum, a 
PAS positive network can be seen, compartmentaliking the connective 
tissue, but lacking Ln granules (Fig. 34,35,36). A similar network 
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is seen in thicker sections (8-10/uM)s«ctions of paraffin- —bedelad 
loose connective tissue (3.B. Berber, unpublished results), which 
steins blue with Mallory's Triple stein, indicative of connective 
tissue fibers (Fig. 8,9,10). The same prepsrstions stained with 
iron hematoxylin clearly shows dark fibrocjrte nuclei in the 
"corners" of the network (Fig. 11,12), which is also stained blue 
(S.B. Barber, unpublished). 
It cannot be determined with light Microscopy if the network 
is foraed by cell extensions or by extracellular fibers. It is well 
known that fibrocytes function to secrete collagen fibrils and these 
eventually for* extracellular fibers in connective tissue (Bloom 
and Fawcett 197*). Human and Preuss (1972) found, using electron 
microscopy, that the R-cell network in Limulua is composed of a 
fibrous interface between two layers of cell extensions. Thus, the 
fibrous network seen in this study may be composed of both fibers 
and cell extensions. The PAS positlvity seen here may result from 
the presence of polysaccharides attached to collagen (Stryer 1981). 
In addition, electron micrographs of Limulua tissue (S.B. Barber 
unpublished, DuMont 197*) show indistinctly banded fibrils that 
measure in diameter and periodicity within the ranges for inverte- 
brate coUagens. Kahrenbach (1973) has also identified collagen 
in Limulua tissue with a periodicity of *10 1 and 100 8 fibril dia- 
meter. Thus, it appears that collagen fibrils are present in Limulus 
connective tissue, although the histochemical results presented here 
do not directly indicate this. This may due to the diffuse arrange- 
ment of Limulua collagen and to the thinness of the sections. 
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Ground Substance 
Th« ground substance is lightly stained with genernl staining 
(toluidine blue) in loose connective tissue, often compartmentalised, 
surrounding granules and cells, with PAS a background unstained 
by other methods could be seen surrounding the LfcG and S£G (Fig. 
29,30,32,33). The arrangement of granule compartments could be 
seen to be dependent on the arrangement of the ground substance. 
It is well known that glycoproteins are the structural basis for 
vertebrate ground substance (Stryer 1981). Thus, it appears likely 
that the ground substance and fibrous network, both secreted by 
fibrocytes, form the structural basis for the conformation of loose 
connective tissue in Limulus. 
Tissue structure 
While staining results and common characteristics of Limulus 
connective tissues have been described, it must be remembered that 
the results form a composite of the specific tissues examined, aach 
of the six connective tissues that were studied can be designated as 
belonging to one of two general types. The prosomal, gnathobase, 
nonsensory aembrane and hinge areas contain loose connective tissue, 
while the ThO, endosternum and tissue around apodemes are examples 
of more dense connective tissues. Apodemal connective tissue can be 
thought of a transitional in type between loose and very dense. 
Loose connective tissue (fig. l-3b) 
Like vertebrate loose connective tissue, this may, in Limulus 
be considered archtypical connective tissue, with other types being 
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variations of it. Prosomal connective tissue is composed of • 
loose network of fibers and/or cellular extensions, with the network 
foraing a series of extracellular compartments filled with LEG, SfcG, 
fibrocytes, hemocytes and ground substance. Fibrocytes in the 
"corners" of the network (Kig. 6-12) are presumed to secrete the 
collagen forming the fibers in addition to extending their cell 
processes into the network. The ground substance within the network 
also presumably result from flbrocyte secretion. The LEG and SEC are 
probably storage granules and may hare their origin in the hepato- 
pancreatic tubules that are surrounded by prosomal connective tissue. 
While the role of the flbrocyte is known in vertebrates with 
respect to the formation of connective tissue, the role of hemocytes 
is less well documented. Ashhurst (1979a) found that the insect 
hemocytes play no role in the formation of connective tissue. Limulus 
hemocytes are known to be the major blood cell of this animal and play 
a role in the formation of clots (Solom 1970, Murer et al 1973). 
Without question, the most important component of connective tissue 
is the flbrocyte, for it secretes both collagen and structural 
glycoproteins (Parana deCaccatty 1975) in vertebrates, and most 
likely in Limulus. The granules, while very common, could occur in 
the loose connective tissue entirely for storage purposes. 
Compact connective tissue (Fig. 37-53) 
In the TitO, around apodemes and in the endosternum, connective 
tissue is quite different in appearance from the loose connective 
tissue. Around apodemes, connective tissue is"arranged in concentric 
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layers and, with light microscopy, is mostly elongated fibrocytes 
(Pig. 37,38). Some granulaa can be seen, but hemocytes are abaant. 
The TOO is quita similar in appearance to the apod erne connective 
tissue but is larger and contains large amounts of compact fiber bundles 
intermingled with abundant cells. Along the long axia of the tendon 
middle the fiber bundles and cella are layered in the same manner as 
in vertebrate tendon (Fig. 39,44). In both cross and longitudinal 
aectiona, the TOO looks aimilar to the apodeme connective tissue, 
and long cell processes can be seen surrounding nuclei. Thus, the 
TOO in cross section has a characteristic appearance that looka to 
be devoid of cella, but actually ia composed of calla alternating 
with extracellular material, cut in cross section (Fig. 42,43,44). 
The endosternum ia composed of elongate cells within a dense extra- 
cellular matrix between cells, packed in almost parallel lines. Here 
nuclei are decreased in width, very elongate, but it is difficult to 
see much cellular detail due to the extension of the cells (fig. 45, 
46). The matrix is composed of protein and polysaccharide. Sections 
of developing Limulus larvae show a layer of elongate fibrocytas in 
an area that corresponda to the location of the endesternum in the 
adult (Fig. 52,^3). In the larva theae fibrbcytea aAe doaely apaced, 
but the nuclei are larger and leas elongate than iMrXftm  adult. In 
the adult the nuclei are reduced, elongate, and mor\ widely separated 
due to the intervening matrix. Thus, it seems that the fibrocytea 
have an important role in the formation of connective tissue in the 
endosternuB, as well as in the dense and loose connective tissues. 
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The matrix in which nuclei are found in the compact connective 
tissues is most likely secreted by the fibrocytes also. This 
supports the idea that these cells are central to the formation 
of connective tissue in invertebrates as well as in vertebrates. 
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DISCUSSION 
Sine* LlmuLus Polyphemus occupies a relatively isolated taxoncmic 
position among giving organisms, it is not expected that there will 
exist a close homology between its connective tissue and that of other 
groups. If one follows currently accepted relationships, similarity 
with arachnid groups, especially the scorpion*, their closest living 
relatives, would be greatest and this would be followed by the other 
arthropod sub-phyla. The other invertebrates and chordates would 
show less overall similarity to Llmulua with perhaps the greatest 
divergence found among the lower invertebrates and higher vertebrates. 
Such relationships are, however, often obsured within single evolu- 
tionary lines and, especially with regard to specific morphologies 
and/or molecular structures, by differences in degrees of evolu- 
tionary, conservation and/or loss. All of these factors need to be 
considered in the discussion which follows. 
Staining methods 
Some of the goals of this study were not achieved with the 
histochemical methods used, but the reasons for the lack of success 
were not always apparent. Specifically, no positive identification 
could be made for either collagen or elastin. hlastin, however, 
could be lacking in Limulus since it has not been demonstrated in 
any invertebrates. That does not rule out the possibility that 
elastin is present in Limulus but in a form which gives a negative 
result to a histochemical test designed for vertebrate elastin. 
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Collagen, on the other hand, is undoubtedly present in Limulus 
but did not show up histochemically in this study. Once again, it 
may be present in Limulus in a form that does not respond positively 
V> the histochemical test used. Much nore likely, however, is the 
explanation that the concentration of collagen fibers was too 
diffuse to show up in 2 pH  sections whether Morphologically or histo- 
chemically. This explanation is supported by the fact that thicker 
sections (paraffin embedded, 8juM,  S.B. Barber, unpublished), which 
1 examined showed structures clearly indicative of connective tissue 
fibers and are thus probably collagenous. In addition, electron 
micrographs of Limulus connective tissue (S.B. Barber, unpublished) 
also show intercellular fibrils which have the site and length as 
well as the banding periodicity indicative of collagen. The fibrils 
are indeed rather diffuse in the tissue examined (connective tissue 
of the coxo-trochanter walking leg, proprloceptor organ) and this 
might not give a positive histochemical test for collagen with the 
light microscope. 
Another problem is the affinity of Limulus tissues used in this 
study for cationic dyes. For this reason, many polychrome stains 
were not effective, thus limiting the amount of information that was 
obtained. Osmium is known to increase the affinity of tissues to 
such dyes, and may be in part the reason for this result. This was 
unfortunate, since some polychrome stains were specific for connective 
tissue embedded in epoxy resin media (Sato and ijhamoto 1973, Huber 
et al 1968;. further studies of tissues embedded in resin but not 
osmium fixed are needed to clarify this point. ( s 
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Problems were also encountered with the embedding media. 
Araidite, while giving good preservation of structure, is watar 
insoluble, adding to the difficulty of staining. The water soluble 
medium used (JB4) does allow acre effective staining with many sore 
dyes, but does not afford the fine preservation of structure that 
Araldite does. In addition, sections embedded in JBi» had to be 
removed one at a time from the knife with fine forceps, which was 
very time consuming, given the number of tissues examined. However, 
using both methods on the same tissues, satisfactory results could 
often be obtained with respect to both structure and histochemical 
staining characteristics. 
Granules 
As discussed earlier, the granules of Limulus tissue appear to 
be associated with the hepatopancreas (h-p) tubules. A granule func- 
tion has been demonstrated to be that of storage (Schlottke 1935, 
Herman and Preuss 1972), arid the results of this study are in accord 
with this interpretation. In the tubules, the two types of granules 
occur in two cell types, light and dark staining cells. The findings 
of this study indicate that the SEC are composed of lipid, while the 
LEG are protein and carbohydrate and the results of both Schlottke 
and Herman and Preuss support these findings. Additionally, both 
authors found the SEG to contain calcium phosphate, indicating that 
the SEG may function in molting. 
Outside of the h-p tubules, the LEG and SEG may occur in compart- 
mentaliied connective tissue areas which separate them from the 
J9 
surrounding hemocoel. Within these compartments are ad.so calls and 
fibers, both forming the boundaries between the individual compart- 
■•nts. ,ioth Schlottke (1935) and Herman and Preuss (1972) also 
found granules within a cellular and fibrous network (R-cell network 
of Herman and Preuss)* The granule content was found to decrease 
when animals were starred by both Schlottke (1935) end Herman and 
Preuss (1972). suggesting that while the SSG and LKC are conspicuous 
components of the connective tissue of Limulus. their role there may 
be mainly a storage one. 
Granules similar to those found in Limulus ere not eeen In other 
Invertebrates or vertebrates. The calcium phosphate-containing SKG 
may serve to contribute to the synthetic processes of new cuticle 
formation prior to molting. Herman and Preuss (1972) report that 
calcium phosphate vesicles have been found in several other marine 
invertebrates and that these vesicles aid in cuticle formation 
during molting. 
Cells 
Limulus connective tissues contain two cell types which vary in 
frequency of appearance and in arrangement in different tissues. In 
this study, fibrocytes were found in every type of connective tissue 
examined, although they were more abundant with some types of tissues. 
The structure of the Limulus fibrocytes is similar to $he structure 
of the prototype vertebrate cell (Bloom and Fawcett 1975, Keith and 
Ross 1975)* Indeed, identification of fibrocytes in general seems 
to be based on both structure and location, and the same is true with 
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Llmulus. The calls are elongated and often oriented in parallel 
lines, with a nucleus marked with granular appearance of tha hetero- 
chromatin. Tha histochemistry of Llmulus fibrocytas is similar to 
tha histochemistry of othar invertebrate and vertebrate fibrocytes. 
In addition, IXtliont at al (1965) found tha ultrastructura of Llmulus 
fibrocytas to ba similar to that of Tartabrata fibrocytas in both 
nuclaar and cytoplaamic arrangement. 
In tha mors oftan studied vartabrata, fibrocytas arise from 
fibroblasts whose origin is a mesenchymnl cell (Bloom and Fawcett 
1975)* Fibroblasts also give rise to other cell types. Upon differ- 
entiation and development., fibrocytes are responsible for secreting 
proteins and polysaccharides of the extracellular connective tissue 
components, specifically collagen and tha ground substance. The most 
widely studied secretions are collagen, proteoglycans and glyco- 
proteins (Pavans de Caccatty 1973). The actual role of the fibrocyte 
secretions in Limulus cannot completely be determined,with the histo- 
chemical methods used in this study, but the information obtained 
does suggest that they too are involved in the formation of ground 
substance and collagen fibrils. 
Even stronger is the evidence from this study that in the endo- 
stemum the fibrocytes are involved with the synthesis of extracellu- 
lar material. The endosternum is. composed of dense connective tissue 
with a hard matrix,similar in appearance and properties to vertebrate 
fibrocartilaga. Fibrocytes are numerous and embedded in a dense 
homogeneous matrix, with much matrix between the elongate cells. In 
adult animals, the endosternum is a large flexible plate that extends 
U 
almost across the entire length and width of the praam. This 
structure serves as an interior point of attachment for many muscles. 
Since cross-sections of LIJBUIUS triiobite larrae show a thin layer 
of closely packed cells occupying a site homologous to that which 
the endosternum occupies in the adult, it is evident that this is 
the larval precursor of the endosternum. The cells in the larva 
are easily Identified as flbrocytes, with granular nuclei and elong- 
ate cytoplaamic processes that are in contact with other such cells. 
In the adult, the endosternum cells are store elongate and the bound- 
aries are difficult to determine. They are also more widely sep- 
arated in the intervening dense matrix. 
From this comparison it would appear that the larval cells 
responsible for the secretion of the matrix are flbrocytes which 
decrease in site in later stages and become more separated with 
additional secretions and formation of the matrix. The analogy of 
these cells with chondrocytes of the vertebrates is evident. More 
interesting, however, is the fact that Krancois (1972) found a 
similar development in the endosternum of the Thysanuran insect, 
Thermobla domestics. In the earliest stages of development in 
Thermobia, flbrocytes in the endosternum are actively secreting 
protein, as seen with electron microscopy. Collagen secretion is 
attributable to specific life cycle stages in this tissue. Since 
the Thysanura are a group of primitive insects which also possess an 
endosternum, classified at least in the same phylum as Llsnilus. a 
similar developmental pattern in Limulus may be looked for. 
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The role of the fibrocyte in the development of the endoeternua 
is also supported by the histocheaical data. The matrix in Limulus 
is both PAS and NYS posit ire, indicating poly sac char id • and protein 
respectively. Both of these characteristics are associated with 
collagen. These reactions may also indicate the presence of addi- 
tional proteins which confer the specific characteristics of 
structure to the endosternum. Hore specifically, the NYS staining 
is specific for lysine residues, which are a cession component of 
collagen. Therefore, the histochemistry of endosternua supports 
the idea ttpjt the fibrocytes secrete the Common components of the 
connective tissue, namely polysaccharide and protein. 
In addition to fibrocytes, heaocytes are also coaaon in Liaulua 
loose connective tissue. The heaocyte is the major blood cell in the 
open circulatory system of Llaulus (Solom 1975).  In most other 
vertebrates and invertebrates, heaocytes are also often found in the 
connective tissue in varying degrees of abundance. Ashhurst (1979a) 
has demonstrated that insect heaocytes play no role in the formation 
of the connective tissue and no evidence in this regard has been 
presented for LisnU.ua. In this study, heaocyte intracellular granules 
were shown to be NYS positive, indicating protein. Soloa (1975) has 
found that a major role of the heaocyte in Limulus is to release a 
clottable protein upon injury.  Thus, in Limulus, it appears that a 
major function of the heaocyte is associated with the circulatory 
systea, which does not directly relate to the formation of the 
connective tissue.  It is difficult to believe, however, that a cell 
found in such numbers in the connective tissue (almost as numerous 
.s 
as fibrocytes In some areas) has no function there. Participation 
in regeneration processes is one possibility that may exist, but 
further work is required to shed light on this question. 
In this study, no collagen or elastin fibers were seen at the 
light microscope level with general staining and 1-2 uM thick 
sections. Fibers were seen in paraffin-—bedded thicker sections, 
and some PAS positive fibers were seen in JbU  embedded sections. 
However, electron micrographs of Limulus tissue (S.B. barber 
unpublished, UuMont 1973) clearly show thin, banded fibrils. It 
seems apparent that collagen is present in Limulus but that the 
coxlagen may often be distributed as thin fibrils rather than fibers, 
or at least as such thin fibers that the thinner sections do not 
contain sufficient amounts of collagen to stain with the methods 
used. 
Collagen has been noted in wry animal studied, although species- 
specific differences do exist. Fibers have been seen by light micro- 
scopy in a number of other invertebrates. Gross et al (1936) found 
fibers in members of the Porifera, while Andrews (1939) and Chapman 
(1953) found them in coelenterstes. The latter found the fibers to 
stain with toluldine blue. Fibers have been seen in a turbellarian 
(Pedersen 1966), and an annelid (Bradbury 1938). Furthermore, 
Saaikala and Kajulu (1978) biochemically identified a resialin-like 
protein in a polychaete. Klder (1973) reported elastic fibers in 
UD  species from 12 phyla of invertebrates including Limulua 
(arterial wall). 
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Nor* specifically, collagen, identified biochemically or by 
electron microscopy, has been notad in a number of invertebrates. 
It is a unique protein, a triple helix with certain amino acids 
present that are found in few other proteins (Stryer 1981). Using 
histochemistry, Curtis et al (1983) found collagena in a planaria 
Bjpallum adventltium and Factor (1981) found it in two crustaceans. 
On the molecular level, the collagen of a eoelenterate and a 
platyheljainth were alsjost identical as determined by immunological 
cross reactions to the collagen of a vertebrate (Norwlg et al 1970). 
In a review by Adams (1978) collagen was identified in all metasoana 
studied. This included representatives from the phyla Porlfera, 
Cnidarla, Platyhelmlnthes, Nematoda, Annelida, Acanthocephala, 
Nollusca, Arthropoda, bchlnodermata and Chordata. Adams does note 
that the tissue and species collagen differ at the molecular level 
(amino acid sequence). 
The idea that invertebrate collagen* may differ biochemically 
was supported by Uarrone (1981) who found that almost each inverte- 
brate group had its "own" collagen. Furthermore, Fullmer (196i>) 
notes that invertebrate collagens may or may not occur in fibrils 
or bundles or fibers, in the endosternum of Thermobia. Francois 
(1972; found small collagen fibrils with a banding periodicity of 
only 100 1. This may help to explain why no fibers were seen here 
in Liaulua with light microscopy and why histochemical tests to 
identify collagen were unsuccessful in this study. 
As discussed previously, it is clear that Llmulua does indeed 
contain collagen in connective tissue. However, histochemical tests 
for vertebrate collagen may not be appropriate ones to test for 
Limulus collagen. In addition, the fibers or fibrils may be too > 
thin to be seen in 1-2 uM sections stained with general staining. 
Also, in soae kinds of tissue LJMUIUS collagen may not be organised 
into bundles of fibers, or eren fibers, but may occur in fibrils 
not detectable with light microscopy.  The electron micrographs of 
Barber (unpublished) and Fahrenbach (197J>) show Limulus collagen 
in those connectiTe tissues to be arranged randomly in fibrils. 
Fahrenbach (191b)  measured the periodicity and diameter of the 
fibrils and found them to be within the ranges accepted for verte- 
brate collagen. Hough measurements of Limulus fibrils in Barber's 
electron micrographs also fall within accepted ranges. 
Other supporting evidence for the presence of collagen in 
Limulus comes from the hfS staining results.  This stain is specific 
for lysine, arginine and histidine amino acid residues (Deitch 195£>). 
Strong positive staining was found in the endosteroum, hemocyte 
granules and L&G.  The endosternum also contained a large number 
of fibrocytes which are known to secrete collagen in invertebrates 
and vertebrates in all types of connective tissue. This area also 
showed a faint positive PAS reaction, which is characteristic of 
collagen-containing extracellular material, including the neutral 
polysaccharides glucose and galactose (Stryer 1981). 
Thus it appears that Limulus does possess collagen, but that this 
collagen may be biochemically distinct and/or arranged in fibrils. 
Collagen has been found in all invertebrate phyla studied, thus it is 
very unlikely that collagen is not present in Limulus also. Further- 
■ore, information currently available indicates that collagen is a 
critical component of connective tissue. More definitive evidence 
to indicate the presence of collagen in Limulus. however, would 
be provided by a biochemical assay for collagen, which is beyond 
the scope of this investigation. 
elastic fibers, containing the protein elastin, are a common 
extracellular component of vertebrate connective tissues, but their 
presence in any invertebrate is open to doubt. Whereas*tlder (1973) 
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indicated the presence of elastin in many invertebrates, including 
Limulus. as revealed by histochemistry, Sage and Gray (197V) used"" 
amino acid sequencing in reporting no invertebrate elastin chemically 
identical to that, of vertebrates. Further, it has been reported that, 
whereas collagen and structural glycoproteins are conserved through 
evolution (liarrone 1981), elastin is a recent phylogenetic develop- 
ment, identified with certainty only in higher vertebrates (Labat- 
Hobert 1981). Limulus. of course, is a high invertebrate but it is an 
ancient one. It coexisted with the ancient reptiles and earliest 
mammals during the Mesoioic era, but both of those groups could be 
considered "higher" vertebrates so the presence of elastin in Limulus 
cannot be ruled out on those grounds alone. Liastin did not show up 
in the tissues studied here with the histochemical tests used, but 
that does not rule out its presence in some of these tissues, nor in 
other tissues not studied here (its presence in blood vessel walls, 
for example, would not be surprising). Once again, further, more 
definitive tests are needed. 
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Ground substance 
In this study, the identification of the extracellular ground 
substance of the loose connective tissues examined was based on a 
positive PAS reaction. PAS positivity has been used to Identify 
the ground substance in connective tissue studies of many other 
vertebrates and invertebrates. Labat-hobert (1961) in studying 
invertebrate structural glycoproteins found that they appear before 
proteoglyeans, which are only seen in vertebrates, and before elastin, 
which is only seen in higher vertebrates. The glycoproteins, then, 
appear in phylogeny approximately at the seme time as collagen (Labat- 
Robert 1981). Since collagen is undoubtedly present in Limulua. it 
would seem likely that the PAS positive neutral polysaccharides 
identified here do compose the extracellular ground substance. This 
is supported by the observation that generally both collagen and 
structural glycoproteins are conserved evolutionarily ((jar rone 1981) 
and that both are secreted by fibrocytes (Pavans de Caccatty 1973). 
it is worth mentioning that structural glycoproteins are further 
divided into more specific biochemical molecules (e.g. chondroitins, 
chondroitln sulfates etc.) in both vertebrates and invertebrates 
(Stryer 1981, Ashhurst 1982).  Such specific identifications, however, 
are beyond the scope of this investigation. 
PAS positivity has been noted in several tissues of other inverte- 
brates, including a large number of connective tissues.  Table 4 
summarizes those invertebrate connective tissues known to display 
PAS positivity arranged with descending phylogenetic relationships. 
Table U 
Invertebrate PAS poai'.ive tissue 
Arthropoda 
Arachniodea 
oruetacea 
Insects 
LIMUIUS polyphemia 
Hoaarus aaerlcsnua 
Hsnlppe  aercenaria 
(Jailaria aellonella 
Annelida 
PlatThelminthee (Turbellariaj 
Porifera 
Periplaneta aaerlcajia 
Locuata algratorla 
Hirudo cedicloalie 
i 
blpallus advent! tlua 
L&ecoceiides langl 
Marine sponges 
endoeternua, 
ground sub., 
heaocrtes 
basement 
msahrane 
baseaent 
aeabrane 
neural laaella 
neural lamella 
heaocytes 
fibers, ground 
substance 
ground sub. 
ground sub. 
fibers 
present study 
i 
factor 1981 
factor 1981 
Ashhurst and 
Richards 1964 
Ashhurst 1961 
Cos tin 197* 
Bradbury 19& 
Curtis et ax 
198J 
Pedersen 1966 
dross et al 
19*6 
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1.  PrososuJL loose connective tissue, JBA, toluidine blue, VOOI. 
Note numerous large extracellular granules (LfcGj, fibrocyte nuclei 
(IKS)  and a hee»cyte(HCj. Note the dark staining nuclear inclusion in. 
FCN.  The nucleus of the heaocjrte is partially obscured, but anall cyto- 
plaaKic granules can be seen. 
iO 
Prosan&i toose 01,  Jtiit,   toiuidine blue,  SKJOA. 
This   figure  shows  another view oi   loose tl,   with  the metachFomatie   blue 
granules oi  the  heaocyte  (,ML,,   flbrocyte  ^'r\Jij and  Lao. 
*.     rrosomai  loose ^i',   Jbu,   toiuidine  biue,   etnanox  wash,   VOOA. 
r-thanoi  destains  the  section  slightly,   snowing  the  unstained  LJ>J ana  an 
lntraceiiUiar gr inuie   in  the  ruN,   similar   in appearance   to  the io>j. 
*M?  ••■ 
U.    Prosoaal loose CT,  Araldite, OsO^,  Toluidine blue, 2%)i. 
Loose prosomal CT appears    coapartaentAlized.    The    granule    dist- 
ribution  is defined  by a  fibrous and     cexlular network not  seen at 
this magnification.     The non-staining  intervening  spaces nost likely 
contain heabcyanin. 
S.     Prosomal  loose CT,  Arairiite, 0s0u,   Toluidine  blue,   li'^x. 
Loose CT  in the prosona  surrounds and  supports  the reproductive and 
digestive  tissue.     Here,   ovarian tissue  (GV )   is  surrounded  by  coapart- 
nentalixed  granular connective  tissue.     The  granules are of  two  types, 
large  extracellular  (.ubC-jand  ■aaj.l  extracellular  v-iWy   granules. 
■)2 
"S. 
b.     Prosomai  ioose CT,  Araldite,' OaO^,   toluidine bxue,   VOOx. 
;>ie ca«partaentaj.iwition of loose  connective  tissue is defined  oy a 
fibrous and  cexj.u!ar network.     H»|re,   a  fibrocyte nucleus  i, HJN,   can 
been  seen  within a   spatially  isolated  granule   cluster.     Note   the 
finely granular ground  substance,   appearing as n darK«r gray area 
between the granules  in tne  cluster. 
7.     owe as Figure o. 
Mere also,  the  compartments  of the xoose  connective  tissue  can be  seen 
with  three  separate granule  cluster,     rp.int  evidence of  the  fibers de- 
fining  the  clusters  can be   seen here.     Note  the  cluaters  contain both 
L'CAJ and ^JCAJ. 'J) 
r.     connective  tissue  surrounding    olfactory nerve,   paraffin,  Miuiory's 
rripie  stain,   O<;A   v provided   by  o.o.   uarber,. 
Miliory's   I.npi.«   stain   indicates  the  presence  oj   connective   tissue 
witn   Diue   staining.     in   thicker   v \>-4 uM,   fv.raffin  sections,   fibers 
HH  b<-   seen   compel rtm«ntai i i : x\f.   tf v   rranuies   ->f  ^oose   connect: v«?   tissue, 
staining  b^i;e  ai.su. 
-i.     ^ajt»!   as   r'ijnire   "<,   ^AA. 
At   h*rer   power,   !"ibroeyt»:   r.ucj.e;   v r .N     car;  tie   seen   d.-se^y   associated 
w.tr   v.e   libers   v r      '-'at   coraparUcenta.* 17.<-   t* e   utM  and   ^r/i. 
10. 5aao as Figure 9. 
This photo shows the saae area as Figure V, refocused to show 
another fibrocyte nucleus ^fUN; situated in contact with the 
fibrous network i>UO* 
•)t> 
n.    oonnactiTe  tissue  surrounding the optic  nerve,   pnraffin, 
iron h«Mtoxyiin,  youx  vprovided  by o.ri.   barber,, 
fhis  stain  is  specific   to   stain nuclei,   ..n-j   tier*;   i   fibrocyte 
nucleus   {.r^i*.   can  be   surrounded   br   fibers   u,,   whicv    in  turn 
surroumi   trie I*L*J. 
i..'.     J.\B«  AS   ripure ii. 
here  .ifl.iin  nuciei  are   surrounded   by   t'<-•   fiDrous  nfltwor*   \t)   tri.it 
in  turn  surrounds JI*J <inu  ~L*J. 
<% 
i-.   Proaaawi  loose Cl,   »tiu,   oaO^,   toiuidine bxue,   2Mu. 
„oos«  connective   tissue appears xess  ^ranuar  ana more  contunr   ' er 
-.r.rtn fisewhere.     A  group ol   hemocyxes   \U,   ino   fibrocytes   \ r^U.    iru 
Tvn   rfitrin   -orinective   tissue   surrounding   the   3pen;«i t;;   tiibu^s   V^P 
i*.     j.-yne  as   rigure  x %   VvXJx. 
At   t:•. 13 ma^nif io-itior:   1 iOrocytes  ami   runocyt'i.i   -ire   i i.stin£u;sr.;ib.i.e 
.n   tf e     onr.e> tive   tissue  b"twe<:;.   tno   3perm.it i      t-bu^«3   \ .>i-   .   . 
±(j.     Prosooal  loose C'l,   Araldite, U»u^,   toludlne blue,   iX'A. 
^tu  ^ tdue,   and  itu  thrown;   surround  the  tubules  of  the  hepatofiancreas 
,:U'T     in  Uo  prosoiaa.      granules  resembling  Uie  ^r>j  ^.LHu,   ana   saau 
res»«bi in>;  the w>t«j  ;JH>J.   can be  seen within trie   tubu^.u   ceiiS.      i>io 
MPT   is   surrounded   by  a  basement membrane   \. aft.   ami   ov  fcranu^ar  IOOSC 
:onnective tissue. 
16.  t'rosomA^. CT, Jiu*,   toiuidine DAu«», VU.A. 
without  usu^    and   embedaoj   in  JrU*,   this   tissue   has different   sUnnin>' 
properties.     A  portion of  HFT   is  seen   in  the  bAn.il   region.     Nuclei   of 
the  cells  ^MPS,   can be  seen   in nuaition  to UUJ anil  StXi.     A     xarne 
hamocrte   vH^,   can be   seen outsuie   the  tubuio,   adjacent   to   tne  basement 
aiembrane  \'M    of  the hP,. t>H 
**Q 
i''.    iame aa  Figure 16 (cellular region of the tubule). 
Hero,   Lriu and  jHei are  seen  in tho tubulw of  the  hepatopancreas. 
Nuclei   ^MHN/   are  also   seen  towards  the  basal   region of   the   t-ubuxe. 
if.     ja»e .is  ri^ure i7. 
[>is  view  of  a   tubule   snows  a  *ood   comparison of   the  Jiu  ana  :>Hu, 
ana   the  ceils  that  contain them.     Lrtii  cells  stain darkly and  granules 
.ire   surrounaed   by  the   cell.     oHJ  ceua   stain    lightly arm   the pranui.es 
are   surrounded   by  a   vacuoie  within  the   ceix.     Nuclei   xio  basally  in 
the   rexi. 
• *> 
•■—" , • ** *.   -J   : 
IV.    Loose ganthobase tissue,  Araldite, OsG^,  toluidine blue,   2%X. 
This view of loose gnathobase connective tissue shows that it is 
constructed like the prosoaal loose connectire tissue. 
20.    Connective tissue underlying the prosoaal-opisthosona hinge, 
Ar&ldite,  usl>4,  toluidine blue,  UXU. 
Hinge loose connective tissue is also  similar to that of the prosona, 
but    is generally sore cellular and less granular.    At this signi- 
fication,  abundant heaocytes and  fibrocytes are seen in addition to 
granules of both types. oC 
% * * 
21. dame as Figure -A),  90UX. 
This high power view of hinge connective tissue shows a fibrocvte 
cluster (KCN), Lao and Sfco' similar to that seen in prosomal loose 
connective tissue. 
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...       Prosamal  ^".,  Jai*,  oaU;,   htm-itoxylin .\nrt  eosin,   VOOX. 
Wif-   thu   sUiin,   nuclei   v r\.     ar«  tuue  and   cytoplasm  stntns  pin*. 
I'or'!,   f ibrocyte" nuciei   i. ri. .   'ire   over aor<)  reAdiiy diat Irviii aneo 
from  n»*no<\vt.e3   vHu   .      .">•«  iattor  snow a  biue  nucious   surrounrie<l 
Dy  pink  staining   -yXopi.aamic   tfranuj.n3. 
• }.     ->am<)  is  figure   «.'*'. 
UIKI   tfifl     previous   photo,   fibrocytes   am   r.smocyXna   <'»r«   easily   ilst-iny- 
ul3^«*1   in  t*.«  loosn   forinnrt.vp .t: ssu«  surrounding -t,hv   spemwit,!-;   liiCte. 
2u.    JRMU)  as Kigure 22. 
Here a large cluster of heaocytes vHu> can be seen along with 
fibrocytes {tX,).    Note that  the fibrocyte nuclei are larger than 
that of the hesiocytes, while the fibrocyte cytoplasm is not easily 
seen when compared to the graniuar cytoplasm of the henocytes. 
bj 
.'•;.     Prosaaai  icx>se oT,   Jul«,  Napthoi  yellow J  control,   .'',-UA. 
*n   t( is  vxow  nl'k tr:e  M'i   rontrox   sxiae,   it.   is   avicio'nt   trwtt  no   I   - 3<: 
lenitive   st^inintf  rusUits   ire  seen. 
.'.     rroaoovAi.   »oose   connective   tissue,   J:^.,   IIL,   .'n. 
i*'. tnout  osmium,, trie  j,u   "ire   sUlnoo   y«no<*  w:. t,r-  ;<:'-/,   wf t:'    iu 
i.'xl: -it. ivo  of  protein.      rhy  yono^ Li.*.«  can  D«;   3''fn.   in   :onn<)':t iv« 
*. .33v;«-   T.rr   -.:n<J '. r>;  .1   rifp^toj. ancro-'i t. ic   tutA^v   vr. r .   . 
*"~>.     owe as  higur«  2o,   VOUX. 
ntmocy\.e granules  I,He;  also  show a  positive  staining without 
osmium. 
ft; 
/V- 
*v 
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28.    PrososuQ.  loose connective tissue,  PAS control,  Araldite, 
OsO,,   2|>0X. 
View of PAS control  slide,   showing no false positive staining. 
2S.     Proso»al loose CT, Araldite,  usU,,  PAS,   2^0i. 
HAS positive tissue  stains magenta,   snowing holes where LHJ are not 
stained.     PAS positirity indicates the presence of neutral poly- 
aaccharides.     Note how the distribution of  the  PAS positive ground 
substance corresponds    to the pattern of conpartnentalization also 
seen in the toluidine blue stained naterial. 
bto 
}<u.    Proso«al loose OT, Ar&ldite, OsO^, PAS,  12J>X. 
View of prosoaal  connective  tissue around  n  h-p tubuie  ^HPT; 
shows  how OsO    stained  ji/i remain brown,   while L&o are unstained  by 
PAS.        U 
Jl.  Prosomai tissue, Araidite, OsU, , toiuiaine bj.ue, 12i>X. 
Comparison for above photo, showing staining pattern with toluidine 
blue \, general stain;. 
o7 
^-, 
'..     Froscauil  tissue,  Jhi»,   PAS,   UX>A. 
without  osmium,  u^u stain  HA->  positive,   whue jtu do  not   stain. 
}'.     w>ane  .13  rigure  J^. 
jane   stair.lnr .variation   u.saen  t>«tween Ltu and  ~.".^i,   wt lie  .JJVJ 
nna   w»Ji>i  both   .ire  not   stAinod   with     rAo. 
t>H 
>L.     uoose CT  surrounding the  endosternua,   JtiL,  OaO^,   f'Ao,   UKjX. 
i^oose  connective  tissue  surrounds  trie  endosternun  in the  pro3om/>. 
tiere,   rAo  positive   fibers  of  a  network  are   seen.     JomoAre  to   tr.ose 
found   in  figures  Hp4,ii',u,ii.     whi^e devoid  of granuj.es,   tne  networn 
comprises   tl.e   *oose   connective   tissue   in   tr is   -ire*. 
5 *•.     -i*une as  Mgure   _)*.. 
!>ie   fibrous  network   can  be. seen  in  ^oose   connective  tissue   surrounding 
it1   "•.     Note   trie  equator  of  n«mocytos  wit'   PA~> 
(jrariuies   *,iK, . . 
a   spermatic   tubuie 
j-ojitlvo   cytopiAsmi' 
4 
J6.    SAOM as Figure 34,  2yjX. 
Low power view of the fibrous network  in loose connective tissue 
Around  the endosternum. 
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3'.'. CT surrounding an apodeme, Araldite, UsO, , toluidine blue, 12}A. 
Lonnectiva tissue surrounding apodemos c&W is more compact ana less 
granular than loose connective tissue, but is stxli xess dense tiian 
compact connective tissue.  Note the concentric arrangement of the 
tissue around the apodeme. 
38.  Apodeme, Araj,,dite, usuu, HAo, i-"M. 
PAS positive ground substance can oe s««n in the connective tissue 
around an apodeme. 
•••  e» «•      % • 
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39. TRO, Araldite, 0«04, toluidina blue, 250X. 
The THO is coaposed of cells and ground substance, without 
granules* Here, aany cells are seen in cross section. 
72 
uo.     -same  as figure  j9,   i.'5»A. 
•rtule   composed  of danse   connective  tissue,   the   rno   is  niso .aurrounne«l 
with   loose  connective  tissue   ^LoT..     Sots  tr^e   contrast  between  the 
highly granular   '.^,T arm   dense  non-granular   i'ho.     Note  aiao   par.ijiM. 
"irrangenent   of   ceiis   anil   fibers   whore   the   i'.tu   is   sectioned   longitu- 
dinally. 
Ul.     jue   ns   f lgure   ^i ,   i,w<X. 
nigver magni f icAtlon  of   the   previous   photo,   showing  trio  extended 
fibrocyte  processes and  directionality  ol   the  cens  arm   fibers. 
V 
U2.    baae as Figure 39, 2!>0JU 
Low power view of the THG in cross section, showing the 
characteristic appearance of fibrocytes in cross section. 
7i* 
u <.    jane as  figure ul,  Vt*>x- 
t'.ifr.h  power  view  of  Lne   '.'Hv   in  rnss   section   jhow3   fi uro<\vt.e 
nunei   x'tCt*!   surrounded   Dy  ext-enoeti   ce.^   processes,   f:t>«rs,    tr»'. 
jrrounc   substance. 
,»i..     ^.-un*   as   figure   .«; . 
Aff.iin,   nuf-xni   And   :yto;U.asraic   proceaaes   -.in   be   s««n,     ontr;bu'..nK 
f    ve   '•tAr.vieriat.H'   «p;«ar*»nc-«  of   'Je   fr.i'. 
45.    fcndosternua, Araldlte, OsO,,  toluidine blue, 125X. 
The endosternua (£Ni>)  is composed of dense connective tissue 
and like  the TWO is surrounded by loose connective tissue.     The 
cells of the endosternun stain darkly and are very    elongate. 
They are embedded  in a lightly staining acellular Batrix. 
4o.    oame as figure O,  «?:>0ju 
Higher  power view of the endosternupi,   showing elongate  «celis. 
7b 
u'
1
.     Lwiosternua,  Jri4,  UsO  ,  H & fc,  900X. 
*ith  tnis  stain,   the dark Blue nuclei  can clearly be  seen, 
embedded   in  i  pink matrix.     Note  that  the  cytoplasm of  these   ce.^3 
stains oruy lightly or not at all. 
<«H.     cjirio sternum,  J'tu*,  us04,  h k  t,   V(JUA. 
Note  that  the  nuci*i   can  ippear  either  round  or  elongate   in 
tno endosternum matrix. 
u
c<.     rjidoaternua,  Araidite,  usu^,  Mfb,  VOOx. 
Mo  stAins  the matrix ysi^ow,   while   the   fibrocyre  nucxei   , r\'.S 
are  unaUiinwi.      i*>.i•*   suinir^;   iruicatos  thai,  the nutrvx   i-ontains 
irofm. 
!>"•     j.iac   .13  r;»njre  uV. 
Anot1 *»r   vit>w  -.-l   t'e   un3t,«tin«i   -DUJ     ami   sl.'i'.nei   matr;*. 
bl.    findosternua, JbU, 0aOL, PAS, UUUl. 
With PAS,  the andostarnua matrix is stained while the ceil 
nuclei  (KUN) are not stained.    Sot© the hesocyte outside the 
endosterftua,  with PAJ positive intracelluiar granules and 
unstained nucleus (.HC;. 
7V 
.n   t 
' c    '- 
ro33   section of  "triiobita"  larva,   Araidite,   tcuuUline  blue 
r.e  developing   iarva  a   layer  oJ   eiory.ate  fibrocytes   ^iJO,   car. 
••xt^nrl in>-  across  tn*  animai   in  an  Area   tr*at   -orresponrtri   spat 
• ►•   iorai'.on   of   tho   enuoslernum   -.n   •_• e   aduit..    ,>e   l'ibrocyte   r. 
Mion^.a'.e  ana   exr-. ioit   urHi-uonai ;ty   siauar   ti 
i.   urviosternujt  'u^s. 
.j.iae   .13   rifurn     . ,   ^u. 
HT  niatfni I'l cation    .!"   tr.e   .irv.i.   crxMs'.^rnujn,   a-1 
o-irt»%s   \rJiL     ar»1    '0*1   (Toceaaes. 
t>« 
>3»r   fourv.   :r. 
.cwin>-,   th*   t'.ur^.iU' 
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